Balance of fitnesses maintaining polymorphisms in two-locus genetic systems.
Maintenance of a stable two-locus polymorphism is analyzed statistically by fitting a logistic regression with a quadratic function of genotypic fitnesses to the probability for a fitness set to maintain a polymorphism. The regression is fitted using a data set containing information on stable equilibria maintained by 32,00 randomly generated fitness sets with three recombination values (0. 005, 0.05, 0.5). Fitted logistic regressions discriminate with 88 to 90% accuracy between fitness sets maintaining and not maintaining a stable internal equilibrium, which implies the existence of a fitness structure (balance of fitnesses) maintaining a two-locus polymorphism. Aspects of the balance of fitnesses revealed by logistic regressions are discussed. It is demonstrated that logistic regression also discriminates between types of a stable polymorphism: globally stable polymorphism, several simultaneously stable polymorphisms, and stable equilibria in addition to a polymorphic one, which implies that different balances of fitnesses are responsible for the maintenance of different types of polymorphism.